
RESOLUTIONS 

THE V INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL CONFERENCE 

"METROLOGY OF PHYSICOCHEMICAL MEASUREMENTS" 

14-16 September 2021, Mendeleevo, Russia 

1. The V International Scientific and Technical Conference 

"Metrology of Physicochemical Measurements", which held on September 14-16, 2021 

in a hybrid format, brought together about 100 in-person and 13 online participants from 

27 organizations from 11 countries and stated that its topics were aimed at solving topical 

issues of metrological support in the field of physical and chemical measurements. 

2. During the Conference, informative and interesting presentations were presented aimed at 

improving the level and quality of metrological work performed, as well as on topical 

problems in the field of ensuring the uniformity of measurements.  

3. The participants appreciated the high scientific and organizational level of the 

conference, the wide scope of topics and geography of specialists: well-known 

metrologists from Great Britain, Belarus, Israel, Russia, Uzbekistan, France, Switzerland, 

and Japan took part in the conference. Among the participants were representatives of 

international organizations CCQM (BIPM), ISO, CITAC, IUPAC, representatives of 

metrological institutes, research institutes of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow 

State Technical University by N. Bauman, Mosekomonitoring, regional metrological 

centers of Russia, manufacturers of measuring instruments, etc.  

4. The participants noted the high significance of the Conference for metrological practice 

and approved the decision of VNIIFTRI to hold the next Conference in September 2023 

with the hope that it will be possible to hold it only in the traditional face-to-face format.  

5. The conference recommends publishing the reviewed papers in English on the website of 

the IOPScience, Journal of Physics. Conference Series and as a separate edition in the 

Russian version.  

6. The Conference thanks all the participants for the high level of presentations and for 

agreeing to take part in the conference. 

7. The place and exact time of the next Conference will be announced and posted on the 

Conference website. 


